ABSTRACT Online signature verification has been widely applied in biometrics and forensics. Due to the recent demand on high-speed systems in this era of big data, to simultaneously improve its performance and calculation complexity, this study focuses on a single-template strategy that uses dynamic time warping (DTW) with dependent warping for online signature verification, and attempts to construct a novel time-series averaging method called Euclidean barycenter-based DTW barycenter averaging (EB-DBA). Specifically, this study proposes a single-template strategy using a mean template created by the EB-DBA to achieve higher performance at lower calculation complexity for online signature verification. The method's discriminative power is enhanced upon the exploration of two DTW warping types, where it is found that the DTW with dependent warping exhibits better performance. The popular MCYT-100 dataset is utilized in the experiments, which confirms the effectiveness of the proposed method in simultaneously achieving lower error rate and lower calculation complexity, for online signature verification.
I. INTRODUCTION
Signatures are among the most important means of securing a person's endorsement of the contents of a document. To date, there has been significant progress on the use of automated signature verification systems, particularly in the fields of biometrics and forensics. On one hand, signature verification in biometrics enables the authentication of writers with respect to their behavioral characteristics in security situations (e.g., border control, financial fraud, and cyber security) [1] - [7] . On the other hand, automated signature verification methods in forensics support forensic document examiners (FDEs) in performing their work efficiently [8] - [14] .
Data acquisition by automated signature verification systems can be done offline or online. Offline methods verify a person's identity by comparing a present query signature with previously written reference signatures [1] , [2] , [7] , [11] , [15] - [25] . Online methods analyze the dynamic information
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Irene Amerini. of the writing (e.g., pen location, pen pressure, and pen inclination angle) through recent digital devices (e.g., digitizing tablets, tablet PCs, and smart phones). Therefore, online methods tend to provide higher accuracy and be more robust than offline methods [1] - [5] .
The systems of online signature verification include enrollment and verification phases. In the former, users are encoded into the system with their provided reference signatures, through the application of preprocessing and feature extraction techniques. In the latter, a query signature is compared with the reference set of the claimed user by the employment of the extracted features, and then the system accepts/rejects it when the dissimilarity is below/above a certain threshold.
Feature extraction in online signature verification can be either feature-or function-based, using global information (e.g., signature duration and number of pen ups) [26] - [30] or signature time sequences (e.g., pen position trajectory and pressure) [31] - [35] , respectively. Generally, function-based approaches have achieved better recognition performance than feature-based systems [26] , [27] , [33] , [36] . Nevertheless, they share the common method of template matching, which applies distance measurement, such as dynamic time warping (DTW) [37] .
More specifically, template matching consists of both multiple-and single-template strategies [33] . The multipletemplate strategy employs different measures (e.g., min, max, mean, or median) after calculating the distances between a test sample and all the reference samples, whereas the single-template strategy uses a representative sample directly selected from the reference set or a mean template generated from one. Typically, single-template strategy has lower recognition performance in this method than the multipletemplate strategy [33] , but the single-template strategy conducts a more rapid matching with its ability to execute a single matching in the verification phase, even if provided with many reference samples [34] , [35] . Based on the recent demand for high-speed systems in this big data era, online signature verification systems that meet lower calculation complexity while achieving sufficient performance are needed.
To tackle these challenges, this study focuses and investigates the single-template strategy for online signature verification, followed by the construction of a novel time-series averaging method to simultaneously improving its performance and calculation complexity. The main contributions of this study include:
• Introduction of a novel time-series averaging method called Euclidean barycenter-based DTW barycenter averaging (hereinafter referred to as ''EB-DBA''), which is inspired by the DTW barycenter averaging (DBA) [38] , for simultaneously achieving lower error rates and lower calculation complexity in online signature verification. The method is applied to create the mean template for the single-template strategy.
• Exploration of two DTW approaches, namely, dependent and independent warping, for enhancing the method's discriminative power. Most online signature verification methods have used DTW with no regard for the effects of one approach over the other [34] , [35] , [39] .
• Comparison of the major template-matching strategies using the famous MCYT-100 signature dataset, for confirming the effectiveness of the proposed singletemplate strategy. This study can be regarded as the first in the exploitation of a mean template-based method for a function-based approach of online signature verification, with its proposed effective time-series averaging method. As such, its findings are expected to lead to new research directions and application opportunities.
The remainder of this study is organized into the following structure: recent and relevant work for this study is summarized in Section II; the proposed method is described in Section III; the experimental methods and results are presented in Section IV; and conclusions are discussed and summarized in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK A. ONLINE SIGNATURE VERIFICATION WITH TEMPLATE MATCHING
For decades, online signature verification has extracted the characteristic features of a person's signature acquired through various digitizing devices [1] - [7] . Finding effective negative examples (forgeries) for a verification system is a challenging and costly task; therefore, a user-specific template is usually created from a reference set of genuine signatures without the need for skillfully forged signatures. Thus, the template-matching approach is commonly adopted in online signature verification systems [32] , [33] . Template matching consists of multiple-and singletemplate strategies (Fig. 1) . The former applies different measures (e.g., min, max, mean, or median) after distances between a test sample and all the reference samples are calculated. In contrast, the latter employs a representative sample directly selected from the reference set or a mean template generated from one; moreover, it consists of two template types, namely a representative template selected with the minimum average distance from all other reference samples, and a mean template generated from all the reference samples. Here, the representative template has been widely used in function-based approaches, whereas the mean template has generally been employed only in feature-based approaches [26] , [33] , [40] .
Typically, the single-template strategy can conduct much lower calculation complexity than the multiple-template strategy thanks to the single matching in the verification phase [34] , [35] ; however, it has lower recognition performance for template matching [33] because the conventional single-template method in function-based approaches adopts a representative template that loses intra-user variability.
As such, this study attempts to develop an effective mean template, while preserving intra-user variability, in the form of an effective time-series averaging method.
B. TIME-SERIES AVERAGING METHODS
Time-series averaging methods have mainly been studied in data mining fields, and are categorized into either local or global averaging strategies [38] . VOLUME 7, 2019 
1) A LOCAL AVERAGING STRATEGY
A local averaging strategy uses pairwise averaging to compute the average of two sequences and to incorporate one sequence into the average sequence in iteration.
There have been some pairwise averaging methods proposed for time-series in the data mining fields. For example, the nonlinear alignment and averaging filters (NLAAF) uses a tournament scheme and a coordinate by an associative averaging method that recursively aligns pairs of time-series with DTW until the whole set is aligned [41] . Prioritized shape averaging (PSA) is NLAAF's extended version and uses an ascendant hierarchical scheme, putting the time-series in order of shape similarity prior to averaging [42] .
Nevertheless, these iterative pairwise averaging methods with DTW create much longer resulting average sequences compared to the original sequences, beside their insensitive quality to the average order of sequences [38] ; thus, they tend to demonstrate an average that is so unstable it induces low performance. Recently proposed global averaging seems to mitigate this problem.
2) A GLOBAL AVERAGING STRATEGY
A global averaging strategy computes the average of a set of time sequences in order to minimize its distance simultaneously.
DBA provides a reasonable length for the average sequence and outperforms the conventional NLAAF and PSA [38] . By principle, DBA is an iterative algorithm that refines an average sequence calculated from a target set where the iteration would follow an expectation-maximization scheme. Two aspects of initialization are determined to effectively produce the DBA: (a) the length of the initial average sequence and (b) the values of its coordinates. In the conventional DBA, the around average length of references is used for (a), while the randomly selected sequence from the target set is applied for (b). Nevertheless, note that the length of the initial average sequence for (a) depends on the initial average sequence of (b).
However, the optimal values of the initial coordinates in (b) are described as theoretically impossible to determine [38] . In actuality, the local DBA waveform is sensitive to the aperiodic amplitude fluctuation contained in the target set, whereas its global waveform is sensitive to the selected initial sequence. These phenomenons cause the aberrant shapes in the DBA and lose the intra-user variation contained between the target sequences.
These challenges are tackled in the time-series averaging method, EB-DBA, which this study uses to generate the mean template for a single-template strategy in an online signature verification system.
III. THE PROPOSED ONLINE SIGNATURE VERIFICATION METHOD
A. OUTLINE Figure 2 shows an outline of the proposed method. Initially, online signature samples are obtained. Preprocessing is applied to improve image quality, and function-based features are extracted. Next, in the enrollment phase, a mean template is created with the proposed EB-DBA from a reference set and is applied for the single-template strategy. Afterward, in the verification phase, similarities between the test sample and the template of the claimed user are calculated via the DTW with dependent warping. Finally, the test sample is classified as genuine/forgery when the dissimilarity is below/above a certain threshold.
Details of the subprocesses are explained in the subsequent sections.
B. PREPROCESSING
Signatures generally exhibit some fluctuations even when they come from the same user. These natural fluctuations can be dealt with using common normalization [31] for horizontal and vertical pen coordinates {x(i), y(i)} described as:
where {x g , y g } is the centroid of the signature; {x min , y min } and {x max , y max } are the respective minimum and maximum values of {x(i), y(i)} for i = 1, 2, . . . , N with an N -point length signature. In the proposed single-template strategy, preprocessing also plays an important role in creating a high-quality mean template. The effectiveness of preprocessing is demonstrated in the experiments (Section IV-B) that follow.
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION
With digital devices, original online signatures data generally comprise horizontal and vertical pen coordinates {x(i), y(i)}, pen pressure p(i), pen azimuth γ (i), and altitude φ(i) angles. Some recent devices provide us signature data, except for pen inclinations information.
Many studies have proposed the various attributes measurable by function-and feature-based systems. For example, an effective seven function-based feature set combined with the first-order derivative per signature, which demonstrates high performance in verifying online signatures, was described in [33] , [36] . Therefore, the seven function-based features are adopted in this study.
Concretely, in addition to the three original features {x(i),ŷ(i), p(i)}, four additional, dynamic features are derived from the original features {x(i),ŷ(i)} as follows:
where the derivatives of discrete-time signals (ẋ(i),ẏ(i),θ (i), ν(i)) are calculated using a second-order regression [43] , while the small, noisy variations are removed by:
FIGURE 3. Examples of a signature and its corresponding features (pen coordinates ''X'' and ''Ŷ,'' pen pressure ''P,'' path-tangent angle ''Ang,'' path velocity magnitude ''Vel,'' log curvature radius ''Logcr,'' and total acceleration magnitude ''Tam''). For privacy reasons, only the forged signature is displayed.
Finally, each time series is normalized to a zero mean and a unit standard deviation to alleviate the different ranges of values taken by the seven function-based features. Figure 3 shows an example of a signature.
D. SINGLE-TEMPLATE STRATEGY USING MEAN TEMPLATE
The single-template strategy is adopted by this study using a mean template for online signature verification, to simultaneously improve the performance and calculation complexity of the proposed method. A time-series averaging method is required to create the mean template from the reference set; thus, an effective time-series averaging method for the mean template, which can preserve intra-user variability, is investigated herein.
1) TIME-SERIES AVERAGING WITH THE DBA
DBA has recently been proposed for time-series averaging in the data mining field [38] , due to its ability to provide a reasonable length of the average sequence and achieve higher performance than the conventional NLAAF and PSA. Accordingly, DBA is an iterative algorithm that refines an average sequence calculated from K reference samples, where every iteration follows an expectation-maximization scheme, involving two phases:
• Phase 1 includes the computation of the DTW between each individual sequence and temporary averaged sequence, so as to find the best alignment between the averaged sequence and the K reference sequences.
• Phase 2 involves the updating of each alignment of the averaged sequence as the barycenter of the alignment associated to it. Here, the DBA is produced by obtaining two aspects of the initialization: (a) the length of the initial average sequence and (b) the values of its coordinates. The approximate length of the averaged references for (a) and a sequence randomly selected from the reference set for (b) were used in the conventional DBA [38] .
Nevertheless, it has been described that the optimal values of the initial coordinates in (b) are theoretically impossible to determine [38] . Actually, the local waveform of DBA is sensitive to the aperiodical amplitude fluctuation contained in the target set, whereas its global waveform is sensitive to the selected initial sequence, causing the aberrant shapes in the DBA and the loss of intra-user variation contained between the target sequences (Section IV-B).
As mentioned earlier, these challenges are tackled with the proposed DBA-inspired time-series averaging method, EB-DBA, which creates a mean template for a singletemplate strategy, as follows.
2) TIME-SERIES AVERAGING WITH THE EB-DBA
Below is a detailed procedure of the EB-DBA:
• Firstly, a Euclidean barycenter (EB) sequence is created from the reference set.
-Step 1 involves the calculation of the average length of the reference set. -Step 2 includes creating the resampled sequences of the reference set, for them to equally reach the average length. -Step 3 involves the generation of an EB sequence that averages all the reference set per points from the resampled sequence.
• Finally, Step 4 proceeds with the computation of the DBA from the original reference set using the EB for the initial sequence and the average length for the length of the initial sequence. Note that EB is a simple averaging method, which means that EB-DBA requires simple calculation, apart from the conventional DBA. Details of the above procedure are described in Algorithm 1.
The method is applied to all seven function-based features, with a mean template comprising seven univariate sequences being initially constructed. The details of effectiveness are demonstrated in the experiments (Section IV-B) that follow.
E. DISTANCE MEASUREMENT
The time-series length generally varies from signature to signature, even when the same person writes the signatures. 
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Algorithm 1 EB-DBA
Input: A set of K time series S = {S
usingĀ EB as the initial sequence. * / 6Ā EB-DBA ←Ā EB // initializeĀ EB-DBA 7 for t = 1 to T do 8 
assoc[l] = ∅
// array of L empty set for p = 1 to P do 13 (l, n) ← w p
17 returnĀ EB-DBA DTW [37] is applied to overcome such difficulty with discerning the length, while the time distortion is alleviated by finding a time-flexible alignment between two time series for the measurement of the similarity in two online signatures. Moreover, DTW can be calculated with dependent and independent warping [39] to handle the multi-dimensional time series. Although studies on online signature verification have rarely mentioned which approach of the two have they used, many have applied DTW with no regard for the effects of choosing one approach over the other. Furthermore, a recent study [39] in data mining showed that the two DTW methods produce different classification results. The detailed procedure of the DTW calculation is shown below.
1) DTW CALCULATION FROM THE UNIVARIATE TIME SERIES
Assume A and B to be two univariate time series of different lengths I and J , respectively, then
An I × J warping matrix is constructed using a cost function d(·, ·) between two points of the time series defined as
Consequently, a warping path W = {w p } P p=1 is constructed from the warping matrix. Given w p = (i, j) and w p+1 = (i , j ), the warping path W must satisfy following conditions:
1) boundary condition: w 1 = (1, 1) and w P = (I , J ); 2) continuity condition: i ≤ i + 1 and j ≤ j + 1; 3) monotonicity condition: i ≥ i and j ≥ j.
Upon satisfying boundary, continuity, and monotonicity conditions set forth in [37] , DTW can be defined as
where
corresponds to i and j at position p in the warping path. This distance can be found by recursively calculating the cumulative distance as
2) DTW CALCULATION FROM THE MULTIVARIATE TIME SERIES Consequently, we expand the DTW calculation from the univariate time series to the multivariate ones. Consider the two D-dimensional multivariate time series A and B of different lengths I and J , respectively, then
The time-series elements of A and B are referred to as a(i) =
, respectively. Then, two DTW warping types can be calculated as below (Fig. 4 ):
• DTW with independent warping (''DTW I ''):
The DTW of each feature is calculated with independent warping as • DTW with dependent warping (''DTW D ''):
The DTW from all features is calculated with dependent warping to obtain a single distance from the set of features, in a similar way to DTW for univariate time series as
Thus, from multivariate time series, either DTW I or DTW D is obtained following the methods described above. Nevertheless, DTW D is adopted in this study due to its more discriminative power for online signature verification, as demonstrated in the experiments (Section IV-B) that follow.
F. MATCHING
After its generation in the enrollment phase, the mean template is compared with the test sample in the verification phase using DTW. A query signature is verified upon the determination of an optimal threshold.
In forensics, a signature has been generally examined by FDEs via consideration of its different characteristics in different writers with different writing conditions [13] , [14] . In biometrics, better performance has been demonstrated through the use of writer-dependent features and threshold, as compared to the use of a common threshold [44] , [45] . Thus, with its capacity to set an optimal threshold for each writer, the writer-dependent threshold is applied in this study.
Signature verification is either accepted/rejected by the system when the computed DTW distance is either below/above the threshold; moreover, its performance is finally evaluated by the equal error rate (EER), where the false rejection rate equals the false acceptance rate.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. METHODS
Skilled forgeries detection is a challenging task even for FDEs [8] - [14] . Thus, signature verification from skilled forgeries was one of the feats attempted by this study.
MCYT-100 [46] , a famous online database consisting of 5,000 western signatures from 100 writers and containing highly skilled forgeries was analyzed in this study. The data included horizontal and vertical coordinates, pressure, azimuth, and inclination as time, were captured through a digitizing tablet at a sampling rate of 100 Hz. Each user was represented by 25 samples each of both genuine and skillforged signatures, the latter having been produced by five users after observing and imitating static signature images, trying to copy them, and produce valid acquired forgeries, as is evident in forensic cases.
The existing methods in Table 2 were employed for each experiment to randomly select K = 5 genuine signatures as references for the enrollment phase; the remaining 25 − K = 20 genuine signatures and 25 skilled forgeries were otherwise used for the verification phase. Repeating all experiments five times prevented selection bias. The averaged EERs were reported following the methods used by previous studies.
B. RESULTS
1) OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
The effectiveness of the proposed single-template strategy for online signature verification was measured through comparative examination against conventional template strategies as follows:
• Multiple-template strategy (''Multiple''): a multiple-template strategy with different measures (e.g., min, max, mean, or median) after the distances between a test sample and all the reference samples were calculated;
• Single-template strategy (''Single''): a single-template strategy with representative template directly selected from reference set under the minimum average DTW distance from all other reference samples (''Rep''), and a mean template created with the proposed EB-DBA (''Proposed'').
Accordingly, all the experiments were applied with DTW I (''DTW_I'') and DTW D (''DTW_D'') to confirm which warping provided the better results for each template method. Figure 5 shows the compared performances between the proposed method and the conventional template-matching methods for each type of DTW, in terms of the EER. Note that the proposed method had the lowest EERs, although it was under a single-template matching strategy of lower performance than the multiple-template [33] . When the proposed EB-DBA was combined with DTW D , its EERs decreased further.
Note that the proposed method provided some verification errors. Then, we found that the sever verification errors tended to be occurred in users who wrote low/highcomplexity signatures (i.e., low/high total number of turning points, intersections and retraces). For examples, some users who provided low-complexity signatures or high-complexity signatures with high intra-user variations resulted in low performance (i.e., over 10% EERs in the worst cases). These findings indicate that (a) the simple signatures cause the mean templates to be so simple that the forged signatures can be easily accepted (Fig. 6a) , and (b) the high-complexity signatures with high intra-user variations cause the mean templates to be so complicated that the genuine signatures can be easily rejected (Fig. 6b) .
Nevertheless, these results confirm that the proposed method's combination, namely, EB-DBA and DTW D , provides an effective template-matching strategy for functionbased online signature verification.
2) EFFECT OF PREPROCESSING
The effectiveness of preprocessing for the proposed singletemplate strategy using EB-DBA and DTW D was confirmed following a comparison of its results. These results confirm that preprocessing facilitates appropriate verification of the proposed single-template strategy; therefore, this study adopted preprocessing in Section III-B.
3) EFFECT OF THE EB-DBA
The effectiveness of the proposed EB-DBA to create the mean template in the single-template strategy was verified upon comparison of its results with those of the simple EB and the conventional DBA. Figure 8 provides the compared EERs of the three mean template generation methods for single-template strategy, namely, ''EB,'' ''DBA,'' and ''EB-DBA,'' under two types of DTW warping. Note that in any DTW warping, the global averaging (i.e., DBA and EB-DBA) provided much lower EERs than the simple EB. Additionally, the proposed EB-DBA achieved the lowest EERs of all the methods.
Furthermore, the detailed effects, in terms of time sequences, were confirmed upon comparison of the mean template of the conventional DBA and the proposed EB-DBA. Figure 9 shows examples of the mean templates created by each method, as calculated from the five original reference sets of a user. Compared to the conventional DBA, note that the EB-DBA effectively averaged the original sequences as it preserved the intra-user variability. Concretely, the local waveforms of DBA became sensitive to the aperiodical amplitude fluctuation contained in the target set, whereas the EB-DBA seemed to provide smoothly changed alignments (-in Fig. 9) . Likewise, the global waveform of DBA became sensitive to the selected initial sequence, whereas the EB-DBA seemed to catch the phase shift between the original sequences based on the initial sequence of EB ( in Fig. 9 ).
These results confirm the effectiveness of the EB-DBA; therefore, this study adopted EB-DBA in creating the mean template for the single-template strategy in online signature verification.
4) COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
The effectiveness of the proposed method for online signature verification was confirmed following a comparison between the calculation complexity and EERs of the proposed method and other systems.
As the DTW between two time-series of different lengths I and J was calculated, the computational complexity yielded O(IJ ) due to the recursive operation; thus, the smaller number of DTW calculations contributed to the rapid verification. Table 1 illustrates the comparison between the number of DTW calculations of the proposed method and those of the conventional multiple-template strategy in the verification phase; the former was able to calculate only a single DTW, by totally reducing at most 34 DTW calculations from 35 (multiple-template with DTW I ) to 1 (single-template with DTW D ) in this study. Moreover, note that the larger the number of features and references use in the system, the higher reduction rate of DTW calculations can provide in the verification phase. Table 2 displays the EERs of the proposed method and those from other relevant previous studies that use the MCYT-100 dataset. The previous studies were considered a relevant situation if they used only five genuine signatures for the enrollment phase and the remaining genuine and skillfully forged signatures for the verification phase. From the table, the proposed method demonstrated lower EER than the other conventional methods, although it needed much lower calculation complexity from the rest in the verification phase.
Therefore, the proposed method can simultaneously achieve lower EER and lower calculation complexity, which makes it effective for online signature verification.
V. CONCLUSION
Due to the recent demand on high-speed systems in the present big data era, this study focused on the single-template strategy of online signature verification and attempted to simultaneously improve its performance and calculation complexity through the construction of a novel time-series averaging method called EB-DBA, an extension of the conventional DBA. This method was applied for the creation of a mean template for the single-template strategy. Afterward, the method's discriminative power was enhanced through an exploration of two DTW types, wherein the DTW with dependent warping was found to outperform that with independent warping. The method's effectiveness for online signature verification was confirmed upon a comprehensive analysis of template-matching strategies using the famous MCYT-100 signature dataset, where it achieved simultaneous lower error rate and calculation complexity. This result demonstrates that the method is suitable for a real-time system.
This work is a preliminary study on the broader goal of finding an effective template strategy for the functionbased approach of online signature verification, and targets on the development of an effective time-series averaging method with lower calculation complexity while achieving lower error rates through a standard DTW method. Given that the time-series averaging methods have been widely used in several application domains (e.g., biology, finance, and multimedia), this work is expected to lead to new research directions and provide more application opportunities.
In the future, the additional uses of the DTW variants in the single-template strategy and the proposed method's applicability in other fields will be interesting areas for investigation.
